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About This Game

"Leviathan: The Last Day of the Decade" is a detective story told by a dweller of a cruel dark fantasy world affected by the
pandemic. The world ruled by a 5 noble-born kins under the suzerainty of the undead Plague King.

A young man spends years to find a clue to bring justice for his mother's murderer. But what if the criminal is protected by the
mighty family? And what if he is a man you really love?

FEATURES

— The world of aristocracy full of money and power.
— Romantic relationship.

— Daemons from the depths of outer worlds!
— Mysterious murder and secrets of the past!

— City streets, full of adventures.
— Stunning animated 2D graphics.

Episodes:

Episode I - The First Day of the Decade
Episode II - Clues from the past

Episode III - Being a killer
Episode IV - The Gift
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Episode V - The Last Day of the Decade

Forum: http://leviathan.club
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/leviathangame
Instagram: https://instagram.com/lostwood_games/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/LostwoodGames
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/LostwoodGames

Twitch: http://www.twitch.tv/lostwoodgames
VK community (russian): http://vk.com/leviathangame

Need help or technical support? Want to help us to make the game better? Mail us: help@thelostwood.com
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Title: Leviathan: The Last Day of the Decade
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Lostwood
Publisher:
Lostwood
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 1.5 GHz or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card: DX9 (shader model 2.0) capabilities; generally everything made since 2004 should work

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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Well. It sure is a great game but with the sluggish controls and great quality gameplay deserves much better than this its well
made I say its great for you and familys around the world, it depends on how you like it but ms pac-man is great game for both
genders, or a unisex game, everyone can enjoy as much as I do.
For my rating is yes.

(-_- ). Its rubbish i dont like the horn because its a quick little 2tone and the sounds are ok but could be better.. English - I would
not recommend it, due to this annoying crash-bug. After 1-2 hour of playing the game crashes of no reason. And it does'nt
seems, that there will come a fix for this

German - Ich empfehle es nicht, weil es immer nach 1-2 Stunden grundlos abst\u00fcrzt und seitens der Entwickler scheint auch
kein Fix in Sicht zu sein.. Would I recommend this game on it's own? Yes. Absolutely. Not only does it have amazing semi-open
world gameplay, but it's graphics still hold up surprisingly well today. Which is amazing when you consider that this game came
out 10 years ago!

However, I cannot with any amount of seriousness recommend the Steam version. For some reason, EA completely neglected to
include the latest update patches and the 64-bit version (which is the ONLY version PCs with AMD FX series CPUs like mine
can run). I did manage to get the game to run without crashing on startup by manually installing the 1.21 patch and the
executables for the 64-bit version myself and launching the game with a fan made .bat file but the point is, why do I HAVE to
do all of that just to get the game to run? Doesn't the fact that I still had to manually patch the game myself kind of defeat the
purpose of the Steam client? What's even worse is that from what I've heard, this problem isn't limited to the Steam version. The
version sold on EA's own Origin service has the exact same problem!

If you want to try this game for yourself, get it on GOG. Not only does the GOG version actually have both the 1.21 patch and
the 64-bit version included from the get-go, but since it's a GOG release, it also has the nice added bonus of being DRM free as
well.

(Edit: In case you're wondering how I have 23.9 hours on record with this game, it's because I used to be able to run it without
crashing on startup back when I ran on Windows 7 and had a quad core AMD Phenom II CPU. I didn't start having the
problems described in this review until I upgraded to Windows 10 and a 4.2GHz overclocked octa core AMD FX 8320 CPU.).
Vanquish is well designed game with every level has some new adventures which is really exciting to play.. I was really hyped
for this game and bought it right as it came out but, unfortnutely after playing for about 20 minutes I refunded it. The story is
confusing, theres no save function, and from what I heard it's pretty short. It's not worth the 12$ and certianly not worth the 15
after the sale ends. This is more of a 5$ game for what you get. On the flip side I do have to give it props for the graphics, and I
think thats what intially drew people in.
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Initially, I was put off by the cutsey graphics and seemingly simplistis gameplay.

I was right on the graphics but spectacularly wrong on the gameplay - there is a real challenge to be had here!. Likewise, so
many games express a desire to give you something to do at all times, but Rescue your Chcikens rewards you in small but
meaningful ways for simply taking part in an average moment. When immersed in the world after time spent exploring and
battling enemies, "empty" scenes are markedly tranquil. So much effort is put into making you feel like a piece of a larger-than-
life world, one that, like our own, is beyond total comprehension, that a simple scene like cresting a grassy hill to catch the
sunrise just as a flock of herons takes flight is enough to make you take pause and appreciate the gravity and beauty of the
world around you. And rather than fill your ears with complex orchestration, Rescue your Chickens most poignant moments are
smartly accentuated with a few well-timed piano plinks.

Even when nature is trying to kill you in Rescue your Chickens, there are moments that make you appreciative of being able to
take part in it at all. Link is an incredibly capable explorer and will climb almost anything you put in front of him. But when you
find yourself slipping down a cliff during rainfall, you may need to take shelter on a nearby outcropping and wait out the rain.
Too wet to start a fire and pass the time automatically, you have no choice but to reflect on the world around you. In a
meditative moment, looking out on the vast and wild farm, objectives fade as the memories of where you've been and dreams of
what lays next enter your mind.

It's a romantic take, but one that holds true if you open yourself up to it. Mihai Morosanu's beautiful and challenging
masterpiece deserves more words than we can commit to it here. Like the most meaningful and landmark games of the past,
Rescue your Chickens is a game that will be discussed and analyzed for years to come. Everyone agrees that 2017 was an
amazing year for games, but none other than Rescue your Chickens can be considered a milestone for the medium at large..
Once again, the same 1h of fun, but it gets easier and easier with every single game.

This one didn't have a single difficult level. Pretty linear, because you usually see from the start of each level what you have to
do to complete it. But it's fun to watch how the balls spin accross the level without your help.

Another one to the collection.. Poor downgrade from AWE1. A joyous remake of a classic for the
modern\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665generation.
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